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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a domain modeling tool that supports users in the incremental
and modular development of verified models of
planning domains. It relies on a logic-based
concept for systematic domain model construction that provides well-defined, safe operations
for the union, extension, and refinement of already existing models. The system is equiped
with a deductive component.
It automatically performs the proofs necessary to guarantee both the consistency of single models and
the safety of operations on models. By means
of detailed examples, it is shown how the system has been used for the structured development of a model for a complex, safety-critical
planning domain.

1

Introduction

As soon as we aim at using planning systems in the context of realistic applications, the task of generating the
underlying domain model becomes increasingly crucial.
It is not only difficult to overlook the great amount of
object types, relations, and actions involved when specifying such a model. It is also difficult to keep consistency
in mind, which is of particular importance if the application domain is a safety-critical one. Consequently, system assistance in constructing safe models of complex
planning domains would be of real help.
Our work is motivated by the experiment of using a deductive planning system in the simulation of a safetycritical application, namely a chemical warehouse. This
planning domain is quite complex and it has turned out
that the construction of a clearly structured, adequate,
and consistent model would have been almost infeasible if done without any system support. The reason is
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that specifying a complex planning domain is an iterative
process which includes frequent modifications of already
specified parts and attempts to extend parts and finally
put them together.
In this paper, we introduce a domain modeling tool
( D M T ) that supports users in the incremental and modular development of safe, i.e. provably consistent, models of planning domains. It relies on the concept of
systematic domain model construction proposed by [Biundo and Stephan, 1996]. This approach—based on a
modal temporal logic—considers domain models as formal structures. Domain models consist of signatures,
action definitions, and domain constraints. The welldefined operations of union, extension, and refinement
allow for building complex domain models out of already
existing simpler ones. We have improved this domain
modeling concept in order to make it really useful for
practical applications. We have introduced the notion of
static constraints, in addition to domain constraints and
have extended the operations on models. These improvements grew out of a large case study, which - in a somewhat simplified version- is used as the example domain
throughout this paper. Based on the modified concept,
we have implemented the D M T system that supports
the process of domain modeling. It does syntactic analyses of domain specifications given by a user and has a
deductive component which automatically performs the
proofs necessary to guarantee both the consistency of
single models and the safety of the union, extension and
refinement operations. Finally, we have used the system
for modeling a complex, safety-critical planning domain.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give
a short introduction into the basic temporal logic formalism on which the domain modeling process relies. Our
formal concept of domain model development and the
domain modeling tool that implements this concept are
presented in Section 3. We give an overview of the chemical warehouse planning domain C H E W in Section 4 and
demonstrate the structured development of a C H E W domain model by means of examples in Section 5.

3

T h e D o m a i n M o d e l i n g Tool

In [Biundo and Stephan, 1996], we proposed a formal
concept for the construction of provably consistent planning domain models. It provides well-defined operations
on models that allow for the structured and incremental
development of domain models by combining and extending already existing ones in a sound manner. We
extend this concept by introducing the notion of static
constraints and by extending the refinement operation
in a way such that also abstract relations can be "implemented" by concreter ones.
A domain model M is a data structure
A > , where Z is a set of sort symbols, Sig is a signature,
SC and DC are sets of static constraints and domain
constraints, and A is a set of action definitions. SC and
DC consist of first-order formulae, whereby only rigid
symbols are allowed in SC. Static constraints serve to
describe unchangeable domain features, whereas domain
constraints reflect essential changeable facts that nevertheless have to hold in each situation. Domain constraints therefore contain flexible symbols. A domain
model is consistent if it is syntactically sound (i.e. symbols are used in a unique way and terms and formulae
are well-formed) and if each domain constraint is invariant against each action (i.e. it holds after the execution
of an action iff it has held before). Please note that the
latter trivially holds for static constraints.
Operations on domain models are union, extension, and
refinement The operations are safe. They guarantee
that only consistent models develop, given consistent
ones as input.
2
The wp-axioms for ordinary assignments and the delete
operation are omitted, due to lack of space.
denotes a vector of variables (terms).
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lences given in RP. This can be done by a straightforward
algorithm. Let
be the formula resulting from
after
this step. For an action a the transformed version a* is
obtained by translating the tests in the way described
above and by removing all elementary operations that
affect symbols from Sig/. If function symbols from Sig/
occur in arguments of the remaining elementary operations, these have to be eliminated by using the choose
construct. We end up w i t h a set of actions
The refinement finally is

Based on this formal concept of domain model construction, we have implemented a deduction-based domain modeling tool ( D M T ) that supports the modeling
process by carefully analyzing an user's inputs and by automatically performing the necessary proofs. The system
has components for both syntactic analysis and deduction. Syntactic analysis guarantees well-formedness of
terms and formulae and proves that no flexible symbols
occur in static constraints and that no rigid symbols are
manipulated by update-, add-, or delete-operations. In
order to prevent the user from specifying an action that
causes undesired effects or no effects at all, the system
does the following analysis in addition. It checks the precondition and body of each action. If it detects flexible
terms in the precondition that are identical with terms
being manipulated in the action body, it tries to prove
that the values they have before and after the action execution differ. This is done by the deductive component
of D M T which tries to derive this fact from the preconditions, using the static constraints and the domain
constraints. The deductive component is an automated
theorem prover for T P L .

4

T h e C h e m i c a l Warehouse Scenario

The chemical exchange warehouse (CHEW) was developed at the Hazardous Waste Management Division
( H W M ) of the Lawrence Livermore National Lab 4 . The
C H E W concept is part of a programme for the environmentally sound, cost effective and legal management of
chemical waste. It is devoted to the storage of excess
usable chemicals, the resale of inquired substances, and
the disposal of unsaleable ones. Dealing with dangerous materials, the chemical warehouse is a safety-critical
environment. The H W M concept takes this fact into
account by specifying a collection of safety conditions
that must not be violated by anyone who acts in this
environment. We have implemented a simulation of the
C H E W warehouse (cf. Figure 1) where—in contrast to
what the H W M concept says—we assume that a robot is
used for the transportation of barrels. Barrels containing
4http://www.llnl.gov/es_andJh/hwmJiome/hwm.html
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Figure 1: The Chemical Exchange Warehouse
chemicals are delivered at the ramp. First, the barrels
are proved and their content is analyzed. The barrels
are then stored in suitable cells from where they can be
retrieved as soon as respective inquiries have been submitted. A deductive planning system is used to generate
plans that enable the robot to act safely in this (simulated) environment by executing provably correct plans
that in particular meet the required safety conditions.
As a prerequisite for using our planning system, we
had to set up a model of this domain. In order to obtain
a suitable and consistent, comprehensive model we have
constructed a development tree using the D M T domain
modeling tool. This tree reflects how separate parts of

Figure 2: Development of the C H E W Domain Model
the model have been specified, flexibly extended and refined, and finally tied together. Figure 2 shows a (simplified) part of this development tree and Section 5 gives
some detailed examples on the development steps.

5

A Structured Domain Model
Development

We start developing the C H E W model by first specifying some basic components of the warehouse building
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of which is really useful. In this case an analysis of the
failed invariance proof has helped us modifying the extension accordingly unless we ended up with a correctly
refined domain model.

6

Related W o r k and Conclusion

The question of knowledge acquisition and knowledge
base maintenance for planning has hardly been addressed in the literature. Recently, [Chien, 1996] has introduced an approach to the analysis of planning knowledge bases. This mechanism detects goals that are notachievable by actions and supports the user in detecting
modeling errors by allowing the generation of automatically completed plans. In the work of [Cesta and Oddi,
1996], a formal domain description language has been
proposed, which is especially well suited for the description of physical planning domains. This approach also
considers domain model construction based on a formal
semantics.
In this paper, we have introduced the domain modeling tool D M T that assists users in the modular and
structured development of verified domain models. It
provides well-defined operations for the extension, refinement, and combination of existing models and automatically performs the proofs that are necessary to
guarantee the safety of these operations.
Although our system uses the T P L planning logic,
D M T can easily be adapted—by restricting the logical
language—to construct safe domain models for operatorbased planning systems that rely on different formalisms;
examples being systems using STRIPS-like operator descriptions or systems based on A D L , like UCPOP [Penberthy and Weld, 1992].
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